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1. Ukrainian Educational Research Association Today
Dear UERA members!
I would like to congratulate you on the full membership of Ukrainian
Educational Research Association in European Educational Research
Association. On March 18, 2017 EERA Council unanimously voted for
accepting our association.
On behalf of the UERA Council, I would like to thank everyone who
has contributed to Ukrainian scholars and educators’ representation in
the EERA.
Today UERA has about 140 members who represent all regions of
Ukraine and belong to different research disciplines and educational
practice. With the multidisciplinary synergy, the UERA has the potential
to meet the association objectives. We can mutually learn and grow
together.
Svitlana Shchudlo,
UERA President
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2. UERA Spring Seminar
At the beginning of spring, on March 9-12, 2017, supported by the Public Affairs
Section of the US Embassy in Ukraine, Ukrainian Educational Research Association
organised the scientific seminar "Ethical Principles of Educational Research"
(Polianytsia)
During the seminar, participants were streamed in two directions for better
outcomes. The first group of scientists were working with the Code of Ethics for
Educational Researcher. The final document draft was presented to UERA members
during webinar session. It can be viewed on You Tube UERA Channel(webinar
moderator: PhD, Natalia Horuk).
The second group of scientists were developing the instructions for launching
nationwide survey based on TALIS research methodology and were discussing the
ethics of comparative studies.
UERA Seminar was held within the grant project for American educational
programmes alumni “Enhancing Reforms in Ukrainian Higher Education” which has
been implemented by the Association with the support of the Public Affairs Section
of the U.S. Embassy in Ukraine and was open and free for the researchers in the field
of education.

The seminar programme is available at
http://uera.org.ua/sites/default/files/201703/%D0%9F%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%BC%D0%B0%20%D1%81%
D0%B5%D0%BC%D1%96%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%83.pdf
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3. UERA Field Research by TALIS Methodology
As a part of the Teacher Project, between April 10 and May 31 UERA
conducted the field stage of All-Ukrainian monitoring survey (based on TALIS
methodology). It addressed principals and teachers of comprehensive schools. It
was supported by Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (Ministry letter
“About the survey” №1/9-64 dated 07.02.2017). The survey used the TALIS (Teaching
and Learning International Survey) tools (2013 edition). Ukrainian survey has reached
about 4000 teachers and 200 school principals from 200 comprehensive schools
located in all the regions of Ukraine selected by representative sampling.

Brief information about TALIS
OECD has been conducting TALIS since 2008 every 5 year period. 34
countries participated in 2013 survey and the number of participants is increasing.
We know that effective teaching and teachers are key to producing highperforming students. So how can countries prepare teachers to face the diverse
challenges in today’s schools?
The OECD Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) helps answer
this question. TALIS asks teachers and schools about their working conditions and
the learning environments. It covers important themes such as initial teacher
education and professional development; what sort of appraisal and feedback
teachers get; the school climate; school leadership; and teachers’ instructional
beliefs and pedagogical practices.
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TALIS provides cross-country analysis that helps countries identify others
facing similar challenges and learn about their policies.
TALIS results are published in the form of an international report, interactive
database,
individual
country
notes
and
thematic
reports
(http://www.oecd.org/edu/school/talis-about.htm).

4. UERA has finalized its first project

In May 2017 UERA finished the implementation of its first grant project
‘Enhancing Higher Education Reform in Ukraine.’ It was supported by the Public
Affairs Section of the U.S. Embassy in Ukraine. It was a one-year project that led to
the development of UERA and the formation of networks of its members around
Ukraine. The main Project events were the First UERA Summer School, the First UERA
Conference, and the Spring Seminar.
The Summer School took place in Lviv, Ukraine, 17-20 August. It focused on
preparing future trainers in research communication, methodology and action who
aspired for further dissemination of the knowledge and skills developed at the
Summer School at their institutions and beyond. The President of the European
Educational Research Association (EERA) Theo Wubbels and EERA Secretary
General Marit Hoveid participated at the event.
On February 11, 2017 America House, Kiev hosted the First International UERA
Conference «Empirical Research for Reforming Education in Ukraine» organized in
the partnership of the Ukrainian Educational Researchers Association (UERA), the
Institute of Pedagogy of the National Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of Ukraine,
Drohobych Ivan Franko State Pedagogical University and Pavlo Tychyna Uman
State Pedagogical University. The conference was aimed at emphasizing the role of
evidence-based educational research, as well as at raising researcher’s
competence and developing strategies for enhancing educational reforms in
Ukraine.
We are currently working on submitting new projects.
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5. Conferences co-organised by UERA
International Conference “Research and Education Innovations without
Educational Reforms? Analysis of Miscounts and Strategic Challenges in Creating
High Quality Ukrainian University”
Conference date: June 1-3, 2017
Conference venue: Taras Shevchenko University.
More information available at: http://www.edu-trends.info/cher-ukraineconference-2017/
The conference was held in Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv.
It was organised by th analytical Agency "Educational Trends", Community of
Higher Education Researchers (Anatoliy Oleksiienko, Volodymyr Satsyk), and Taras
Shevchenko National University. This annual event attracts researchers’ attention
and initiates a kind of intellectual movement contributing to educational reform in
Ukraine. UERA president, Prof. Svitlana Shchudlo and vice-President, Prof. Oksana
Zabolotna with the support of Prof. Olena Kovalchuk organised the UERA discussion
pannel. They informed the conference participants of the results of the project
«Enhancing Reforms in Ukrainian Higher Education» as well as the interim results of
nationwide survey (based on TALIS methodology). The Council member, PhD Iryna
Kushnir, joined the conference online with the report on «Quality Pre-University
Education for Quality University: Kazakhstan experience». Her report was
accompanied with the outcomes presented by two project partners from
Kazakhstan.
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6th International Conference
“Problems and Prospects of Social and Economic Development of Territories”
Conference date: April 20-23, 2017
Conference networks: Financial and economic tools of the development of
territories; Pedagogy and Psychology in the time of structural change; Humanitarian
aspects of transformations in society and social relations; Transformations in
educations at micro- and macrolevels.
Conference venue: Opole, Poland.
Ukrainian Education Research Association and the Institute for the Study of
Spatial Development were among the organizers of the conference. At the initiative
of these research institutions the section Transformation in education: sectoral and
territory approach was organized. It was devoted to the development of education
system in Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine and other European countries.
Some UERA members presented their research results at the Conference.
In particular, Tetyana Nestorenko dedicated her report to the issue of
economic impact of displaced universities.
Olena Demchenko presented the results of research Regional Context of
Securing the Cultural and Basic Space for Development of Social Infrastructure.
Tatiana Sherbata dedicated her research to the issues of university – business
cooperation development in Lviv Polytechnic National University.
1st International conference
«Prospects of Research Development in the Context of Global Changes:
Education, Politics, Economics, Intercultural Communication»
Conference date: May 26-27, 2017
Conference venue: East Ukrainian National University named by Volodymyr
Dahl.
The section "Education Research in the Context of Intergating Ukraine into the
World Research Community" was co-organized by UERA. Svitlana Shchudlo was the
Chairperson of the Section, Tetyana Modestova was its Coordinator. The
participants' attention was focused on modern cultural and educational processes,
internationalization of scientific research, roles of international associations in the
context of integrating Ukraine into the world scientific community, peculiarities of
adult education. There were reports devoted to the following issues: Greece case
study, comparative analysis of the distance learning quality assurance approaches:
Great Britain and Switzerland universities case study, student research in the context
of integrating Ukrainian higher education into the world scientific community,
comparative advantages of national educational indicators as well as international
comparative education reseach: Ukraine case study.
More information available at:
http://www.loga.gov.ua/oda/press/news/institut_mizhnarodnih_vidnosin_proviv_p
ershu_naukovo_praktichnu_konferenciyu_u
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B_KpzDZaoE32QlNyM2pVWGU4azg
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1st International Scientific Conference
«Ukraine - EU: Cross-cultural Comparisons in Educational Research»
Conference date: May 22-23 2017
Conference networks: Comparative-educational research of secondary
education; Comparative-educational research of higher education; Comparativeeducational research of adult education; Academic mobility as a tool to improving
the quality of education.
The conference hosted a roundtable on the results of the project EMINENCE 2
(Erasmus Mundus) (2013-2017) with the participation of scholars and project
coordinators.
The conference participants discussed the interim report of the "Ukraine - EU:
cross-cultural comparisons of educational research"
The conference was co-funded by Erasmus Mundus and Erasmus+
Conference venue: Institute of Pedagogy of National Academy of
Pedagogical Sciences.
More information available at: http://www.undip.org.ua/info/6096/
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International Scientific Conference
«Transformations in Ukrainian Education And Scientific Research: Global Context»
Сonference date: May 25-26 2017
Conference networks: Academic Mobility as a Tool of Ukraine's Entering Global
Education Space; Education Theory and Practice in Global Context; Language
Discourse in Social and Educational Practice; New Generation School Foreign
Language Teacher.
The conference hosted workshops held by the participants of the project «New
Generation School Teacher». The conference hosted a roundtable on the results of
the projects Eminence 2 (Erasmus Mundus) and «New Generation School Teacher»
(British council Ukraine and Ministry of Eductaion and Science of Ukraine).
The confeerence was co-funded by Erasmus Mundus Programme.
Conference venue: Pavlo Tychyna Uman State Pedagogical University.
More information available at:
http://fld.udpu.org.ua/transformatsiji-v-ukrajinskij-osviti-i-naukovyhdoslidzhennyah-svitovyj-kontekst/

6. Upcoming conferences
High Quality Language Education in Modern Globalized World: Tendencies,
Challenges, Prospects
Conference date: November 23-24, 2017
Conference networks: Education in the time of globalization: traditional classics
vs digital technologies; polylogue of languages and cultures in the modern world:
challenges for language education for professional purposes; current language
studies: dialogue of paradigms; school and university: synergy in language
teaching; high quality assessment in language education: world practices in
Ukrainian context; Ukrainian as a foreign language in the context of intercultural
communication.
Conference venue: Sumy State University
More
information
available
at:
Ass. Prof. Liudmyla
Hnapovska
l.hnapovska@uabs.sumdu.edu.ua
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The 3rd Congress of Sociology Association of Ukraine
New Inequalities – New Conflicts: Ways of Tackling the Problems

Congress date: October 12-13, 2017
Congress focus: defining possible ways of tackling the problem of social tension
caused by deepening social inequality in Ukraine, by its emerning forms. These result
in inequality in access to high quality higher education, employment, decent
salaries and retirement payments, high quality health care, recreation, small
business, political inclusion, power etc.
Conference venue: V.N. Karazin Kharkiv National University
More information available at: http://www.sau.kiev.ua/
Youth Policy: Problems and Prospects
Conference date: November 3, 2017
Conference networks:
 risks of the youth’s lifestyle;
 educational reform: current trends;
 social and legal protection of youth;
 theoretical and applied aspects of formation of civil identity of youth;
 Ukrainian youth under the current conditions of European integration.
Conference venue: Ivan Franko Drohobych State Pedagogical University
More information available at:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BxC2GlGSFDEQRUlmMHUwZGFWQ2s/view

7. Current UERA member’s projects

Displaced Universities Road Map
Displaced Universities Road Map

Team of the project:
Project Lead: Mariia Vitrukh (UERA Council Member, MPhil, University of Cambridge)
Project Manager: Olga Mun (Research Trainee, University of Cambridge)
Our partners:

Information support is provided by UERA (Ukrainian Educational Research
Association), and Coordination Center for Displaced Universities;

Financial support is provided by the United States Department of State
grant for the US-programmes alumni
Contact: roadmapdug@gmail.com
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In April 2017 was held the final stage of the project Displaced Universities Road
Map which was funded by the U.S. Embassy in Ukraine. Team of the project included
Mariya Vitrukh (graduate student of the University of Cambridge and the council
member of UERA), Olga Mun, (PhD researcher, University College London Institute of
Education, Department of Education, Practice and Society, UK) and Anna
Kutkina (PhD researcher/Doctoral candidate, University of Helsinki/Aleksanteri
Institute, Finland).
The practical conference united 20 representatives of the Displaced
Universities, most of them holding high administrative positions, representatives of
the US Embassy, UNPLAG organisation, as well as independent experts and trainers.
Participants benefitted from three trainings: Relationship building and principles of
successful collaboration with donor organisations; Introduction of information
technologies into the universities: distance learning, creating repository, electronic
documents; Trends in International Innovative and Traditional Finance of Higher
Education.
Apart from the trainings and interesting discussions, there was also signed a
contract allowing all DUs have free access to the unique UNPLAG program, which
opens up new opportunities for DUs!
Within the framework of the conference, there was a presentation of the trailer
and the booklet about the relocation of DUs.https://youtu.be/hm7FTKI73dM
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8. News from EERA
On March 18, 2017 the issue of Ukrainian Educational Research Association
was included in the agenda of the EERA council meeting held at Humboldt
University (Berlin, Germany). The heads of national associations of 30 countries
unanimously decided to grant the Ukrainian Educational Research Association the
status of full member of EERA. The decision was made based on the public
presentation of the Ukrainian Association made by Svetlana Schudlo and Oksana
Zabolotna.
The documents submitted before the meeting included the information
reflecting the UERA structure, activities, charter, website, membership information,
development prospects, etc.
Head of the Slovenian Association of Pavel Zgaga, who was one of the
reviewers presented the UERA documents and voiced out his decision as 'Absolutely
Yes! ".
After that the EERA council members greeted the UERA members on the
occasion of their fuul membership in European Association.

9. Useful resources
 How to write research proposals
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ssrccdn1/crmuploads/new_publication_3/%7B7A9CB4F4-815F-DE11-BD80001CC477EC70%7D.pdf
 DAAD Research Fellowship – apply whenever
https://www.daad.org/1883358
 APA reference style:
http://libguides.cam.ac.uk/c.php?g=322572&p=2159869
 How to avoid plagiarism
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http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/univ/plagiarism/students/
http://www.admin.cam.ac.uk/univ/plagiarism/students/resources.html
http://usingsources.fas.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k70847&pageid=ic
b.page342054
 Study funding opportunities for Ukrainians at the University of Sheffield, UK
Different deadlines for different programs. More information:
http://www.sheffield.ac.uk/international/countries/europe/noneu/ukraine/scholarships
 Kule doctoral scholarships on Contemporary Ukraine. Consideration of
applications will begin on 1 February 2018 and will continue until the award is
announced. More information at https://www.chairukr.com/kule-doctoralscholarships
 13th Annual Danyliw Research Seminar on Contemporary Ukraine (Chair of
Ukrainian Studies, University of Ottawa, 16-18 November 2017). More information
at: http://www.danyliwseminar.com

10. Free access to EERJ for UERA members
Online Access to European Education Research Journal (EERJ) for Ukrainian
Educational Research Association – UERA
For the first time, members of the European Educational Research Association
(EERA) Member Associations will be able to access the European Education
Research Journal (EERJ) online without subscription, even if they are unable to
attend the annual European Conference on Educational Research (ECER).
From 2016 on EERA are able to offer free online access to EERJ for all members
of EERA member associations. Previously online access was reserved for participants
of the annual European Conference on Educational Research.
SAGE are pleased to be able to offer this expanded access, and hope that it
will support the activities of EERA and all Member Associations, amongst them
the Ukrainian Educational Research Association – UERA, of which you are a
member.
We are therefore pleased to inform you that you can now access the above
electronic journal on the Sage Journals website.
To access the journal content online you will first need to activate your online
account. To do so, please follow the instructions below:
1. Go to http://online.sagepub.com/
2. Click on ‘My tools’ then ‘Manage my account’
3. Click on ACTIVATE Your Editor/Society Member Subscription
4. Enter your account number (as above)
5. Select European Educational Research Association (EERA) from the society dropdown list,
then click on Submit
6. Follow the on screen instructions

Our next newsletter will be published in September 2017
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